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Stump Grinder
FEATURES

• Bi-directional cutting design allows for
dual pass operation without moving
skid steer

• 32 - durable carbide teeth - a real time
save, lessens labor

• 1/2” x 24” diameter steel plate
cutting wheel

• No gear box
• Up to 1100 rpm cutting wheel speed
• Maximum cutting depth 8”
below ground 

Don’t Get Stumped,
You Need One of These...

Our Stump Grinder is the choice for arborists,

large contractors, landscapers and maintenance

departments.  Mounted on a skid steer, these

units are easy to maneuver into tight areas that

are impossible to reach with

other types of machines

without creating

unnecessary damage to

property.  It features the

ideal combination of

maneuverability, power,

durability, and simplicity. 

Carbide teeth aggressively chew
through any size stump with little wear.
The Stump Grinder’s unique
bi-directional cutting design creates a
more aggressive cutting pattern, quickly
chewing through the stump. Offset wheel allows operator

better visibility.  The Stump
Grinder’s hydraulic motor powers
the 1/2” steel cutting wheel to an
impressive 1100 rpm.  The
combination of a large 24”
diameter cutting wheel and high
hub torque cut a full 55° swath
8” deep, in less than 2 minutes.

Adjustable skid shoe
stabilizers provide support

to minimize vibration.



Optional:

Universal Wire Harness for hydraulic
models with attachment controls.  Fits
Cat/ASV (8-pin) CASE and John
Deere/New Holland/Case/Bobcat (14-pin)

Optional:

Pistol Grip Control
Harness is required if
skid steer is NOT
equipped with
attachment control
system.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

Pistol Grip Control Harness 
Universal Wire Harness 
Full Set of Replacement Teeth 
Replacement Threaded Tooth Holder  
5/8” x 2” Recessed Holder Bolt 
Factory Installed Faster Flat-Faced Couplers 
Factory Installed Parker Flat-Faced Couplers 

Operating Weight    540#
Direct Drive    No Gear Box
Hydraulic Requirements    15-32 GPM
Max. Cutting Diameter    32”
Max. Cutting Depth    8” Below Ground
Cutting Arc    55 Degrees
Cutting Wheel Diameter    24”
Cutting Wheel Speed    590-1100 RPM
Teeth    32 Replaceable Carbide

“Faith is the confidence that what we hope for will actually happen; it
gives us assurance about things we cannot see.”  Hebrews 11:1

Drive system –
electric over hydraulic

Guard assembly
and rubber deflector
prevent debris
from flying
needlessly

24” diameter, 1/2” steel cutting
wheel is fitted with carbide teeth for

durability and speed
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